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Pay Your Clients To Hire You.
In difficult economic times, justifying your product
and service offerings becomes all the more important.
By partnering with TaxBreak, the experts in new hire
tax credit recovery, you can offer your clients a unique
financial opportunity – to increase their cash flow,
simply by hiring you.
Our ability to seamlessly integrate our tax credit
recovery services with countless human resources
solutions, affords our partners broader service offerings, and a means for their clients to increase their
cash flow. From technical integrations to referral
relationships we offer a wide range of partnering
opportunities to perfectly compliment your products
and services.
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Why Choose TaxBreak?
When choosing a tax credit recovery company as a partner it is important to choose wisely, as efficiency and
compliance are the key not only your client’s profitability, but your own. Our ability to proactively drive the tax
recovery process leads to bottom line growth; Many of our clients have increased their compliance with TaxBreak
versus their preceding tax recovery company. We demonstrate the same superior commitment to the clients we are
afforded through referral partners, as we do with our own customers.
Organizations demand customer service, accountability and flexible reporting, and we are able to offer superior
results. Taxbreak is the largest privately held tax credit company and is a three time INC 500 winner with over thirteen
years of experience. The following factors also play a role in why our partners can expect greater returns, for themselves as well as their clients:

Our sole focus is tax credit recovery. This translates to 100% dedication to increasing our client’s cash flow.
TaxBreak’s proprietary, fully automated system increases compliance, and the potential for tax credits.
We are intimately familiar with over 3,000 State Tax Credits, and WOTC programs. Our ability to process
all hiring credits ensures clients can capitalize on all financial opportunities.
Our highly accountable customer service team manages the entire tax credit recovery process relieving
client’s internal resources.
The flexibility of our system affords the ability to customize tax credit recovery to you and your client’s
existing processes.
Our positive relationship with government agencies increases our efficiency – that means faster, easier returns.

Partner Benefits
Partner with TaxBreak to:
Increase your own cash flow
Increase your client’s cash flow
Seamlessly add functionality and services to your own service offerings
Increase customer satisfaction
Offer clients an opportunity to cost-justify the hiring process

Types of Partnerships
Referral Partnerships
Referral Partnerships are developed
between the agent and sales
representatives on the field level.
TaxBreak looks to expand key
business contacts by involving
partner’s sales representatives in
their respective territories and
maintaining a broad knowledge of
each company’s products.

Integration Partnerships
Integration Partners can easily drive
revenue through offering tax credit
processing seamlessly via their
existing user interface. Integrated
Partners capture pertinent
information during the application
process either directly or by a
recruiter, and then enter it into the
system, providing the ability to
quickly scan candidates for
eligibility.

Private Label Partnerships
Private Label Partnerships are
available for companies looking to
add tax credit processing services
to their existing offerings and
exponentially increase revenue.
Ultimately, Private Label Partners
own the client relationship, as
TaxBreak works behind the scenes
to ensure each and every tax credit
is accounted for, certified, and
documented.

TaxBreak always welcomes the opportunity to discuss a potential partnership.
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Please contact:
Marla Caplan
Vice President of Strategic Alliances
301.922.0255
mcaplan@taxbreakcredits.com
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Office 1-800-992-0163
Fax 256-549-7554
Sales: info@taxbreakllc.com
Customer Service: questions@taxbreakllc.com
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